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DISCLOSURES

Machine Learning is HUGE…
Practically impossible to learn everything on such a vast and 
rapidly evolving topic

I am not an über expert in Machine Learning
Goal is to make this topic UNDERSTANDABLE

For today → make you familiar with basic machine 
learning terminology and concepts

No commercial/financial disclosures



So...Machine Learning?



Machine Learning Is Everywhere



But is NOT Infallible



And it’s only a 
matter of time...





Where Do We Start?



Where Do We Start?



Where Do We Start?

Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Representation Learning

Deep Learning



Artificial Intelligence - Definition

● Machines that think the way humans think

● How to make machines that can:
○ Understand the world
○ Make predictions
○ Choose appropriate actions
○ Perform judgemental processes we associate with human 

intelligence
○ And...do it all better than humans can

Definition (bottom) from Dr. Ian Goodfellow (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vi7lACKOUao&t=684s) 



AI Has Deep Roots

• Ancient Greeks
– Myths of automatons created by the gods that think

• 1600s - Leibniz, Thomas Hobbes and Descartes
– All rational thought could be expressed as algebra or 

geometry
• 1800s - 1900s

– Many instances of early “AI” in literature
• 1950 - Alan Turing

– Groundbreaking paper "Computing Machinery and 
Intelligence"

– Can machines “think”? → Turing Test

Image:  By Bulfinch, Thomas - Stories of gods and heroes (1920) by Thomas Bulfinch with illustrations drawn in color by Sybil Tawse, Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=58381532



AI - The Turing Test

• Test of a machine's ability to 
exhibit intelligent behavior 
equivalent to, or indistinguishable 
from, that of a human

• A computer can be said to be 
intelligent, or “think”, if a human 
judge cannot tell if he/she is 
interacting with a human or a 
machine

Image from: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/55/Turing_test_diagram.png



AI - 1956 Dartmouth University Workshop

● AI founded as a discipline
● Experts there coined the term Artificial Intelligence
● Recommended further study of: 

○ "...the conjecture that every aspect of learning or any other 
feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described 
that a machine can be made to simulate it.”

○ “An attempt will be made to find how to make machines use 
language, form abstractions and concepts, solve kinds of 
problems now reserved for humans, and improve themselves.”

From:  https://www.datamation.com/data-center/artificial-intelligence-vs.-machine-learning-whats-the-difference.html



AI - The Next Big Thing?

Image from: https://www.actuaries.digital/2018/09/05/history-of-ai-winters/



First AI Winter → 1970s

• AI Winter:  a period of reduced funding 
and interest in Artificial Intelligence 
research
– Unrealized expectations led to multiple 

reports criticizing AI
– Loss of government funding in US and UK 

for AI research
– Initial research laid underpinnings for 

successful projects in the future (e.g. speech 
recognition)

Image from: https://www.actuaries.digital/2018/09/05/history-of-ai-winters/



Second AI Winter→ Late 1980s to Early 1990s
● Loss of commercial support/funding for 

“expert systems”
○ Initial estimates → AI expert systems would 

save millions
○ Reality → AI systems cost more to support 

than they saved
○ Rise of PCs undercut the AI expert system 

market
● Government support faltered again

○ Strong AI, expert systems were not “the next 
wave”

Image from: https://www.actuaries.digital/2018/09/05/history-of-ai-winters/



Artificial Intelligence in Popular Culture



Left:  https://arstechnica.com/features/2019/04/from-ml-to-gan-to-hal-a-peak-behind-the-modern-artificial-intelligence-curtain/    Right : http://files.abovetopsecret.com/files/img/rl582d143b.jpg 

https://arstechnica.com/features/2019/04/from-ml-to-gan-to-hal-a-peak-behind-the-modern-artificial-intelligence-curtain/
http://files.abovetopsecret.com/files/img/rl582d143b.jpg


Left:  https://www.wired.com/story/comedian-machine-ai-learning-puns/    Right: From Scientific American, source Apple News

https://www.wired.com/story/comedian-machine-ai-learning-puns/


Where Are We Now?

Left from: https://gotgeekd.com/brace-a-i-winter-is-coming/; Right: https://medium.com/@dpereirapaz/is-a-new-ai-winter-coming-maybe-it-is-ai-spring-time-instead-b28a26beecb6 

https://gotgeekd.com/brace-a-i-winter-is-coming/
https://medium.com/@dpereirapaz/is-a-new-ai-winter-coming-maybe-it-is-ai-spring-time-instead-b28a26beecb6


AI - General Intelligence
● Ability for machines to solve problems as well as humans
● Example:  Machine Translation

○ Must read and write in both languages (NLP)
○ Follow the author's argument (reason)
○ Recognize what is being talked about (knowledge)
○ Faithfully reproduce the author's original intent (social 

intelligence)
■ “The spirit is willing but the flesh is weak”≠ “the vodka is good but the 

meat is rotten”
■ “Out of sight, out of mind” ≠ “blind idiot”

● Considered "AI-complete"
○ All of these problems need to be solved simultaneously in order 

to reach human-level machine performanceAdapted from:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence#Problems



Weak vs Strong AI

● Strong AI:
○ AI with general intelligence
○ Capable of general reasoning and human-like intelligence while 

surpassing human capabilities
● Weak AI:

○ Highly specialized algorithms designed to answer specific, 
useful questions in narrowly defined problem domains (e.g. 
image analysis)

○ Techniques used today to create high performing weak AI tools 
probably won’t get us to strong AI (e.g. eliminating the 
pathologist)

Modified from:  https://arstechnica.com/features/2019/04/from-ml-to-gan-to-hal-a-peak-behind-the-modern-artificial-intelligence-curtain/

https://arstechnica.com/features/2019/04/from-ml-to-gan-to-hal-a-peak-behind-the-modern-artificial-intelligence-curtain/


Strong AI??

Not really...



AI Moving Forward

Image from:  https://matter2media.com/blog/the-third-ai-winter/



From:  https://blogs.nvidia.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Deep_Learning_Icons_R5_PNG.jpg.png



Machine Learning - Definition

● The field of study giving computers the ability to learn 
without being explicitly programmed
○ Term first used in 1959 by Arthur Samuel at IBM

● Process of using intelligent statistical techniques to 
construct algorithms that progressively improve 
performance on a specific task by making data-driven 
predictions or decisions, typically through building a model 
from sample inputs



AI vs Machine Learning

Image from: http://www.machinedesign.com/industrial-automation/can-machine-learning-turn-big-data-no-big-deal

● ML can be thought of as a subset of AI
● Artificial Intelligence USES machine learning to 

minimize the manual input necessary to program an 
AI construct
○ Requires very large databases that contain many different 

examples of different scenarios
○ ML algorithms can study these databases and “learn” their 

own description of elements of interest (feature learning)
○ Goal → All done without additional human input 



Features

● Feature engineering
○ Process of using domain knowledge of the data to create 

features that make ML algorithms work
○ GOAL→ create features of appropriate granularity for task

● Features are easier to understand in the context of a 
problem!!

● Attribute or property shared by all of the independent 
units on which analysis or prediction is to be done
○ Any attribute can be a feature, as long as it is useful to the 

model

Adapted from:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_engineering, Image from:  https://www.slideshare.net/turi-inc/overview-of-machine-learning-and-feature-engineering

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_engineering
https://www.slideshare.net/turi-inc/overview-of-machine-learning-and-feature-engineering


ML Basics - Creating Models

1) Understand patterns in large sets of input data
2) Generate models based on this data
3) Predict outputs based on the models it generates

Image from:https://www.slideshare.net/turi-inc/overview-of-machine-learning-and-feature-engineering

https://www.slideshare.net/turi-inc/overview-of-machine-learning-and-feature-engineering


Representation Learning - Definition

● A.K.A. Feature Learning
● Strategy → representation learning algorithms decide how 

to process the data
○ RAW DATA used to automatically discover the representations 

needed for feature detection/classification 
○ Replaces manual feature engineering
○ Allows a machine to: 1) learn the features and 2) use them to 

perform a specific task

Definition from Dr. Ian Goodfellow (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vi7lACKOUao&t=974s) and from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_learning 



Representation 
Learning

Two main types:  Supervised and Unsupervised

Discovering features 
or representations 
through examination, 
without relying on 
explicit algorithms
Image from: 
https://i.pinimg.com/736x/0d/43/e4/0d43e45d7ad2e
78e45cd8f276a9a5b5e--types-of-machines-machine-l
earning.jpg



Supervised Feature Learning

Image from: https://i.pinimg.com/736x/0d/43/e4/0d43e45d7ad2e78e45cd8f276a9a5b5e--types-of-machines-machine-learning.jpg

● Learning features from labeled data
○ System has knowledge of the output
○ Training data set exists where the feature is known

● Goal → discover patterns in the data relating to 
targeted data attributes
○ Patterns utilized to predict values in new, untested data

● Examples
○ Bayesian classifiers
○ Neural networks
○ Decision trees
○ Support vector machines
○ Linear regression
○ Random Decision Forests



Unsupervised Feature Learning
● Learning features from unlabeled data

○ System has NO knowledge of the output
■ The data have no target attributes

○ Goal is to determine data patterns/groupings
■ Discover low-dimensional features capturing some 

structure underlying the high-dimensional input data
● Examples

○ Hierarchical clustering
○ k-means clustering
○ Gaussian mixture models
○ Self-organizing maps
○ Hidden markov models

Image from: https://i.pinimg.com/736x/0d/43/e4/0d43e45d7ad2e78e45cd8f276a9a5b5e--types-of-machines-machine-learning.jpg



Supervised vs Unsupervised Learning

Supervised Unsupervised 

Images from:  http://beta.cambridgespark.com/courses/jpm/figures/mod1_SuperUnsuper.png



Deep Learning - Definition

● Subset of representation learning
○ Feature learning algorithms that apply several 

different sequential transformations of the 
data

○ Eventually arrives at very sophisticated 
transformations of the data

○ Can solve very difficult and complex 
engineering tasks

● "Deep" refers to the number of layers 
through which the data is transformed

Definition from Dr. Ian Goodfellow (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vi7lACKOUao&t=1070s) 



Example - Deep 
Learning Model

Figure from: Goodfellow et. al. Deep Learning. 2016. MIT 
Press, Boston, MA.  Page 6.



When Should Deep Learning Be Used?

• Large data sets
○ Traditional ML algorithms preferred for smaller data sets
○ Less likely to “overtrain” the data (introduce bias)

• If you have a high end infrastructure → DL is much faster!!
• Lack of domain knowledge

○ Automated feature learning obviates the need for manual feature 
engineering

• Complex problems, e.g. 
○ Image classification
○ Natural language processing
○ Speech recognition



Big Data and Deep Learning

Figure from:  https://cdn-images-1.medium.com/max/2000/1*mVVglaFUwRz-HkcMlLyvgg.jpeg



Traditional ML 
vs DL

Image:  https://towardsdatascience.com/why-deep-learning-is-needed-over-traditional-machine-learning-1b6a99177063



Machine Learning 
Methods



Different 
Techniques for 

Different 
Purposes!!

Use Case:  CNN for Image 
Recognition - one shot 
classification based on previous 
input

Use Case:  RNN for Speech 
Recognition - both listens for syllables 
and how they come together to form 
words (i.e. current and previous inputs)

Goal:  Determine which technique works best for your use case!!

 From: 
https://arstechnica.com/features/2019/04/from-
ml-to-gan-to-hal-a-peak-behind-the-modern-artifici
al-intelligence-curtain/

https://arstechnica.com/features/2019/04/from-ml-to-gan-to-hal-a-peak-behind-the-modern-artificial-intelligence-curtain/
https://arstechnica.com/features/2019/04/from-ml-to-gan-to-hal-a-peak-behind-the-modern-artificial-intelligence-curtain/
https://arstechnica.com/features/2019/04/from-ml-to-gan-to-hal-a-peak-behind-the-modern-artificial-intelligence-curtain/


Machine Learning Workflow

Figure adapted from https://www.capgemini.com/2016/05/machine-learning-has-transformed-many-aspects-of-our-everyday-life/
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From:  R Arya and A Zheng. Production and Beyond: Deploying and Managing Machine Learning Models.  Available at https://www.slideshare.net/turi-inc/model-management/21

Machine Learning Deployment



For other popular vendors, see:
http://www.butleranalytics.com/20-m
achine-learning-service-platforms/

Automating 
Machine 
Learning

Slide (modified) courtesy of Toby Cornish, MD
All images from vendor’s websites, current as of 
5/20/18





Machine Learning in Everyday Life

Image modified from:  https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/OooN8vYsq5JVT6i7sbyX1JOURxzBpmrQ6mGc0lmNoakLz84ZJWOYnR8TtdaUoJlWnOkoCDeBvsjdNdyRsLEVgUsUoaWFwCeThpwOSmD7oj01F_6MTJcV1cm5r0dZXf2VAntEI-x6



Machine 
Learning in 

Everyday Life

Figure from: https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Crwm_p1WEAALRG_.png



Machine 
Learning in 
Healthcare



Machine 
Learning in 
Healthcare



Machine 
Learning in 
Healthcare



Increasing Complexity

Chem 7

Single Analyte

Time-Series Routine Lab 
Studies

Comprehensive Chemistry  + 
CBC

250 Data Elements:  encoded data including prognostic data likely present

28 Data Elements:  encoded data present beyond human cognitive limit

7 data elements: limit of experiential threshold of encoded data extraction 

1 data element:  Simple linear inference model Threshold for 
complete cognitive 

data extraction

Population-Level NGS Time-Series  Data

1020 data elements

NGS Time-Series  Data

1015 data elements
Single NGS Data Set

1012 data elements

Tissue Microarray Study 
Expression Data

Expression Array Data

Single Whole Slide Image Data

Library of Whole Slide Images

1011 data elements

108 data
elements

105 data elements

103 - 104 data elements

Supercomputing 
Threshold

Figure courtesy of Dr. Ulysses Balis, Michigan Medicine

Limits of 
Human 

Cognition



Limits of 
Human 

Cognition

Figure courtesy of Dr. Ulysses Balis, Michigan Medicine

Machine learning techniques and tools are intended to take 
advantage of the full extent of data available to interrogation 
and clinical use...and not just for the red and blue segments!



Machine Learning in Healthcare - Opportunities

● Reduce readmission rates
● Reduce hospital Length-of-Stay (LOS)
● Prevent hospital acquired infections (HAIs)
● Predicting chronic disease
● Diagnosis in medical imaging
● Enhanced robotic surgery
● Personalized medicine
● Computational Pathology/Image Analysis
● ...and many more!



Use Cases: ML in Healthcare (Weak AI)

• Clinical decision support and predictive analytics
– Computationally based assay for 6-MP (mercaptopurine), predicts 

toxicity and compliance (ThioMon, University of Michigan)
• Imaging analytics 

– Discrimination of physiological versus pathological patterns of 
cardiac hypertrophic remodeling in 2D echocardiography (Mount 
Sinai, New York)

• Natural Language Processing
– Automated speech analysis to measure subtle, clinically relevant 

mental state changes to predict psychosis onset in youths 
(Columbia University)



Machine 
Learning: 

Expectations for 
the Future?

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/top-trends-in-the-
gartner-hype-cycle-for-emerging-technologies-2017/



Machine 
Learning: 

Expectations for 
the Future?



The Singularity is Fast Approaching??

https://futurism.com/images/the-dawn-of-the-singularity/



QUESTIONS?
David McClintock, MD
dsmcclin@med.umich.edu

Association for Pathology Informatics
https://pathologyinformatics.org

mailto:dsmcclin@med.umich.edu
https://pathologyinformatics.org

